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A pod of orca played around the David B early one morning. They were so close that they lost the sleek black and white “movie star” quality and became animals of raw strength and power,
with ropy muscles and textured skin.

Inside Passage offers front row seat to nature’s splendor
Story, photos by
Mary Richardson

Special to the American Press
n the palest hint of
light that precedes
dawn, Captain Jeffrey
Smith raised anchor
and eased the 84-yearold David B out of a
deserted little cove into the
wider waterways of the Inside
Passage, British Columbia.
Christine, his wife and first
mate, was also up and making
breakfast. The four passengers, which included my husband Joe and me, were asleep.
Then Jeff noticed ripples
hitting the shoreline. The water was syrup calm, and there
was no wind and no tide. He
knew that absolutely nothing
should be causing ripples. So
he turned back into the cove,

chasing ripples.
“Christine,”
he said. “Would
you come up
here — and
bring your
binoculars? Are
Jeffrey Smith those ...”
Captain of
“Yes!” she
the David B
said. “Orca!”
And there they were, a whole
pod swimming around the David B. They called down to the
sleepers and when we climbed
on deck, we saw magnificent
black and white whales playing in our little cove, just for
us.
Only, up close they didn’t
look so sleek; they were not
the cute, movie-star orcas.
They looked very real — and
very wild. You could see
rough skin and ropy muscles.
As author Jonathan Raban

put it after a similar experience, “in that eruption of
alien, careless power, [I] came
face to face with the brutal
splendor of the sea itself.” We
were awed.
Then we sat down to breakfast — swiss chard and goat
cheese frittata, bacon, fresh
fruit arranged like a still life,
coffee cake and coffee. Not
just any coffee — ours was
French pressed coffee from
beans Christine had roasted
in her wood stove and ground
just before Jeffrey saw the
ripples.
That’s what this cruise
was like: all of nature became
very real and very wild, but
we always had fresh coffee. It
was an exquisite juxtaposition of refinement and unrefined awe.
We were six — Captain Jef-

frey Smith, First Mate/Nature
Guide/Chef Christine Smith,
Joe and me, and fellow passengers Christine and Dave
Wright. The 12-day adventure
had begun five days earlier in
Ketchikan, Alaska; we would
eventually arrive in Bellingham, Washington. Now we
were in British Columbia,
headed south at a steady,
rhythmic 6.5 knots per hour.
The David B is a piece of
maritime history. It was built
in 1929 for an Alaskan fishery in Bristol Bay. Called a
“monkey boat,” it was used to
tow small sailboats to fishing
grounds. (The law at the time
said only sailboats could be
used for fishing — but it didn’t
say anything about how the
sailboats actually got to the
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This river otter was unconcerned about company. It was
visiting on the decrepit dock at the almost-abandoned
site of Butedale, British Columbia.
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Bald Eagles are abundant along the Inside Passage. The northwest coast of North America
is the stronghold for this bird, and British Columbia alone has about 20,000 of them.
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The David B is one of the few boats that docks to explore the historic site of Butedale, British
Columbia — way off the beaten trail. It is the site of a former cannery built in 1923 by the Canadian Fishing Company.

The wood-burning stove was where we all gathered, especially when it was cold and misty
outside. French-pressed coffee was always on top, and Christine Smith kept bringing food
out of the oven all day long.

